Our Fellowships Director works with...

**students** as they consider how specific scholarship and fellowship opportunities can support their larger intellectual, professional, and creative goals.

**applicants** as they craft original essays, personal statements, research proposals, build reciprocal relationships with faculty and community mentors, and prepare for individual and group interview experiences.

**faculty** and community leaders as they mentor and support applicants, as well as in the development of strong, representative letters of recommendation.

Opportunities Supported by UI Undergraduate Fellowships

**UIHP Scholarships**
- Dewey Stuit First & Second
- Rhodes Dunlap First & Second
- Rhodes Dunlap Collegiate
- The Fellows Project
- Robertson Scholarship
- Hamod Scholarship
- Williams Scholarship
- Collegiate Scholar Awards

**National Awards**
- Barry M. Goldwater Scholarship
- Morris K. Udall Scholarship
- Harry S. Truman Scholarship
- Beinecke Memorial Scholarship
- Thomas Pickering Fellowship
- Wiesel Essay Prize
- Humanity in Action Fellowship
- Whitaker Fellowships

**Graduate Fellowships**
- Carnegie Junior Fellows Program
- Hertz Graduate Fellowship
- National Science Foundation Grants
- Soros Fellowship for New Americans
- Rhodes, Marshall, Mitchell
- Gates Cambridge Scholarship
- Winston Churchill Scholarship

Connect with expert resources and advising support

Are you an undergraduate student or recent alum who is looking for the challenge and financial support of a national scholarship? Are you a motivated and focused researcher, writer or performer who is ready to seek the support of outside funders and like-minded mentors? If so, we want to help! Contact me at 319.335.1874 or email at kelly-thornburg@uiowa.edu to set-up a scholar development conference. If so, contact UI Fellowships Director, Kelly Thornburg at 335-1874 or at kelly-thornburg@uiowa.edu. Establishing an early connection to the scholar development resources, workshop opportunities and tailored fellowship advising we are able to offer prospective applicants serves everyone involved in this challenging, but extraordinarily rewarding process.

If you have questions about funding resources, check out our starter guide, “Where should I start? Resources for conducting an effective funding search” to begin your own exploration of the broad range of scholarships and fellowships available to undergraduates and recent alumni from every discipline and major.

Access more fellowships information electronically through the following resources:

- **BRAIN FORCE DEVELOPMENT**: uihpscholarships.wordpress.com
- **Twitter**: twitter.com/ühfp fellowships
- **Website**: honors.uiowa.edu/ui-scholarships-fellowships
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